GEMINI WINGS ADDS ANOTHER PLANE TO THEIR
ALLIANCE FLEET
News / Business aviation

GEMINI WINGS is adding another plane to their growing fleet of contracted planes and
helicopters which they represent as exclusive sales agent. GEMINI WINGS, an innovative
Czech aviation company based in Prague has formed an international alliance fleet
comprised of private aircraft and helicopters from small European operator partners and
individuals. Gemini Wings acts as the sales agent, chartering flights, while the owners
simply lease their aircraft to the company.
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Phenom 100 aircraft is the newest addition to GEMINI WINGS fleet. The Phenom 100 is
favorite entry level jet that is very popular on the charter market. The aircraft has been
designed with the highest and widest cabin cross-section in its class, providing up to 4
occupants with unprecedented space. It boasts the largest windows in its category
enabling each passenger to be bathed in luxurious natural light. Featuring a baggage
compartment of 71 cubic feet, the largest among entry-level jets, therefore the question of
how much luggage you can take is no longer a big limitation. The range up to 1500 km and
a modern BMW cabin design fit the high expectations of every customer. It is perfect for
trips for any occasion – no matter whether flying for business or leisure.
“We are thrilled to add the Phenom 100 to our fleet and to serve our partner brokers. This plane
offers the performance of a light jet with the operating costs of a turboprop and at same time
bespoke onboard service which is usual typical for aircraft of a higher category,” said Martin Fe?,
CEO of GEMINI WINGS.
GEMINI WINGS also offers complementary advisory services to members of its alliance, bringing
professional negotiating expertise to the table when purchasing, or exchanging aircraft. Most of all,
aircraft owners will benefit from being part of a larger group and the economies of scale that come
with it.
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